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QED RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO IMPACT FACTORSE. A. Kuraev a*, L. N. Lipatov b, T. V. Shishkina a Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretial Physis, Joint Institute for Nulear Researhes141980, Dubna, Mosow region, Russiab Petersburg Nulear Physis Institute188350, Gathina, Leningrad region, Russia Byelorussia State University220040, Minsk, ByelorussiaSubmitted 16 August 2000We onsider radiative orretions to the eletron and photon impat fators. The generalized eikonal representa-tion for the e+e� sattering amplitude at high energies and �xed momentum transfers is violated by non-planardiagrams. The additional ontribution to the two-loop approximation appears from the Bethe�Heitler meha-nism of the fermion pair prodution with the identity of the fermions in the �nal state taken into aount. Theviolation of the generalized eikonal representation is also related to the harge parity onservation in QED. Theone-loop orretion to the photon impat fator for small virtualities of the exhanged photon is obtained usingthe known results for the ross-setion of the e+e� prodution at photon�nulei interations.PACS: 13.10.+q, 13.40.-f, 12.20.-m1. INTRODUCTIONIt is well known (see [1℄) that the QED satteringamplitude for the proessa+ b! a0 + b0in the Regge kinematisA(pA; a) +B(pB ; b)! A(p0A; a0) +B(p0B ; b0);s = (pA + pB)2 � �t = �(pA � p0A)2 / m2 (1)has the impat fator representationA(s; t) = is(2�)2 Z d2k �A(k; r) �B(k; r)[(k + r)2 + �2℄[(k � r)2 + �2℄ ��1 +O� ts�� ; 4r2 = �t > 0; (2)that is valid in the �rst non-trivial order of the per-turbation theory. Here, � is the photon mass and thetwo-dimensional vetors r and k are orthogonal to theinitial partile momenta pA and pB . The impat fa-tors � desribe the inner struture of olliding partiles.For the eletron, we havej�ej = 4��Æij ;*E-mail: kuraev�thsun1.jinr.ru

where the indies i; j enumerate the eletron polariza-tion states. The expression for the impat fators ofthe photon on its mass shell an be written as [1℄�ij = 8�2 1Z0 dy 1Z0 dx+dx� �� Æ(x+ + x� � 1)(Aij �Bij); (3)withAij = 14r2x2+y(1� y) +m2 "8x3+x�y(1� y)rirj �� x2+r2  1� 8x+x� �y � 12�2! Æij# ;Bij = 14Q2y(1� y) +m2 "8x+x�y(1� y)QiQj�� Q2 1� 8x+x� �y � 12�2! Æij# ;Q = 12(k + r) � x+r;236



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 2, 2001 QED radiative orretions to impat fatorswhere i; j refer to the photon polarization states.Aording to the Regge theory, the impat fator isproportional to the residue of the pole / (j � 1)�1 ofthe t-hannel partial wave f+j , with the positive signa-ture desribing the t-hannel transition of two partilesinto a nonsense state of two virtual photons [1℄,�A = limj!1 (j � 1) 1Zsth d s0� ImA��1�2(q; k; s0)�� p�1Bs p�2Bs Qj�2(z0); s0 = �2kpA; (4)where z0 = os � is the osine of the sattering an-gle � in the t-hannel. It is a linear funtion of s0.Here and below sth means the threshold value of s0.Higher orders of perturbation theory involve the polesfj / 1=(j�1)n that must be subtrated from � to pro-vide sums of all the logarithmi otributions / logn(s)using the Bethe�Salpeter equation [1℄.For t = 0, the impat fator is proportional to thes0 integral of the total ross-setion for the satteringof the photon with the virtuality �k2 o� the target awith the mass m,� = k2 1Zsth ds0� �a�(s0; k2)s0 f(s0; k2);f(s0; k2) = ps02 � 4k2m2s0 ; (5)where f(s0; k2) aounts for the virtual photon �ux fa-tor. This multiplier equals unity in the limit as k2 ! 0,whih orresponds to the Weizsäker�Williams ap-proximation: limk2!0 �k2 = 1Zsth ds0� �a(s0)s0 : (6)The motivation for our alulation of radiative or-retions to impat fators is the high-preision exper-iments performed on olliders where some interestingphysial quantities (for example, the BFKL pomeroninterept) are measured [2℄. In this ase, one must knowthe impat fators of the virtual photon [2℄. Generally,impat fators desribe the oupling of partiles withthe pomeron in QED or in QCD. For olliders witheletron (positron) beams, radiative orretions to im-pat fators an be used to alulate the QED-part ofross-setions with a good auray.For small-angle e+e� sattering, the amplitude for

the diagrams with the multi-photon exhange has theeikonal representationA(s; t) = A0(s; t)eiÆ(t);A0(s; t) = 4�� 2st �u(p01)p̂2u(p1)�� �v(p2)p̂1v(p02) = 4��2st N1N2;jNij = 1; Æ(t) = �i� ln��t�2 � ; (7)
where we used that only the longitudinal (nonsense)polarizations of the t-hannel virtual photons are es-sential at high energies,�u(p01)�u(p1)�v(p2)�v(p02)G��(q);G��(q) = 1q2 2 p�2p�1s : (8)The radiative orretions to A0 appear from the so-alled �deorated boxes�. These Feynman diagramswere assumed to lead to a generalized eikonal represen-tation A = A0(s; t)[�1(t)℄2eiÆ(t); (9)where �1(t) is the Dira form-fator of eletron,V �(t) = ��1(t) + ���q�2m �2(t); q2 = t;�1(t) = 1 + �(2)1 (t) + : : : ;  = �� : (10)We note that Æ(t) must also inlude orretions to thevirtual photon Green funtion, leading in partiular tothe eletri harge renormalization.In the next setion, we verify the generalized eikonalrepresentation for the deorated boxes.2. ONE-LOOP CORRECTION TO THEELECTRON IMPACT FACTORKeeping in mind that the amplitude for thenear-forward sattering with the two-photon exhangeis purely imaginary (with the orretions of the orderm2=s omitted), we an alulate its s-hannel dison-tinuity. The radiative orretions to this disontinuityoriginate from the virtual photons and from the emis-sion of the real photon in the intermediate state. Wesplit the last ontribution into two parts orrespondingto the emission of soft and hard photons.The virtual photon ontribution ontains the ele-237



E. A. Kuraev, L. N. Lipatov, T. V. Shishkina ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 2, 2001tron vertex funtion for the on-shell initial and �naleletrons,��virte = �� �e(0) hF (2)1 (�k2) + F (2)1 (�k02)i ;F (2)1 (t) = �G(t) ln m� �G1(t)� T (t);G(t) = 1 + a22a ln b� 1;G1(t) = 1� 1 + 2a24a ln b;T (t) = 1 + a22a ��14 ln2 b+ ln b ln(1 + b)�� bZ1 dxx ln(1 + x) � ;a =r1� 4m2t ; b = a+ 1a� 1 ; t < 0:
(11)

The ontribution from the emission of a soft photonhas the lassial form� �4�2 � p1p1k1 � ppk1�� p1p1k1 � p01p01k1� � (0)e �� d3k1!1 ����!1<ÆE ; ÆE � E = ps2 ; (12)where p and p01 are the momenta of the initial and �-nal eletrons and p1 is the eletron momentum in theintermediate state. Beause the energies of these par-tiles are approximately equal (but large ompared tothe eletron mass), we an use the relations12� Z d3k1!1 m2(pik1)2 = 2Le;12� Z d3k1!1 pipj(pik1)(pjk1) = 1 + a2a 24Le ln b�� 14 ln2 b+ ln b ln(1+b)� bZ1 dxx ln(1 + x)35 ;Le = ln� + ln m� ; t = (pi � pj)2;� = ÆEE � 1;
(13)

with the quantities a and b de�ned above. Thus, weobtain��softe = �� ��G(�k2) +G(�k02)�G(t)� Le ++T (�k2) + T (�k02)� T (t)� ; (14)where T (t) was de�ned above.

We next onsider the hard photon emission. Its on-tribution to the imaginary part of the eletron�eletronsattering amplitude an be written asImsA(s; t) = �s �32�2 Z d2kk2k02N1N2 d2k1dxx(1� x) �� I(x; k1; k); � < x < 1; (15)where x is the energy fration of the hard photon. WeobtainI(x; k1; k) = 1d1d2 (�4m2 + 2t1z) ++ 1d1d01 ��4m2x2(1� x) + 2tz(1� x)�++ 1d2d01 (�4m2 + 2t2z)� 2z 1d1 � 4z 1d2 ++ 8m2d22 � 2z 1d01 ; z = 1 + (1� x)2; (16)whered1 = (p� k1)2 �m2 = � 1x [m2x2 + k21℄;d2=(p1+k1)2�m2= 1x(1�x) �m2x2+(xk�k1)2� ;d01 = (p01�k1)2�m2 = �1x �m2x2+(xq�k1)2� ;2pp1 = t1 = 11� x �m2z + (k� k1)2� ;2p1p01 = t2 = 11� x �m2z + (xq + k1 � k)2� : (17)
The subsequent integration is straightforward and givesthe result��harde = � (0)e �� ��G(�k2)+G(�k02)�G(t)� ln 1� ++ G1(�k2) +G1(�k02)�G1(t)� ; (18)where G(t) and G1(t) were de�ned above.The interferene of two amplitudes with the pho-ton emitted by two initial partiles is small � O(t=s).This fat is known in the literature as the up-downanellation. The ontribution of the diagrams withthe two-photon exhange is purely imaginary and, on-sequently, does not interfere with the real Born ampli-tude. Adding all the ontributions, we obtain the �nalresult for one-loop radiative orretions to the eletronimpat fator,��e = �� � (0)e F (2)1 (t); � (0)e = 4��: (19)238



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 2, 2001 QED radiative orretions to impat fatorsThis result agrees with the generalized eikonal form ofthe small-angle sattering amplitude. But in the higherorders, the eikonal representation is violated, as shownbelow. 3. GENERALIZED EIKONALREPRESENTATIONThe above result for the radiative orretions to theeletron impat fator an be obtained in a simple way.We onsider again the deorated box with the positronblok orresponding to the Born diagram and the ele-tron one ontaining the set of four Feynman graphswith a virtual photon. We express the omponentsof the exhanged photon momentum in terms of thesquared invariant energies s1 and s2 for the eletronand positron bloks using the Sudakov parametersk = �p2 + �p1 + k?;d4k = 12sds1ds2d2k?; k2? = �k2;s1 = (k � p1)2 = �s�� k2 +m2;s2 = (k + p2)2 = s� � k2 +m2 :Performing the s2-integration by taking the residueof the intermediate positron propagator (whih alsotakes the diagram with rossed photon lines into a-ount), we obtain the total radiative orretions4�s (2�)2 Z d2k(k2 + �2)((q � k)2 + �2) �� ZC ds1p�2p�2 �u(p01)A��u(p1); (20)where �u(p01)A��u(p1) is the Compton sattering ampli-tude orresponding to the Feynman diagrams with onlythe s-hannel singularities and the ontour C is situ-ated above these singularities. The amplitude has thepole at s1 = m2, whih orresponds to the eletron in-termediate state, and the right-hand ut starting froms1 = (m + �)2, whih orresponds to the one-eletronand one-photon intermediate state.Using the Sudakov parametrization for the pho-ton momentum k and omitting the small ontribution/ 1=s proportional to �p1, we an represent p�2 asp�2 = 1� (k � k? � �p1)� � � ss1 + k2 (k � k?)�: (21)We now onsider the produt of two terms in theright-hand side of this equation with the Compton am-

plitude A�� . The ontribution of the term / k? iszero,jkjsp�2 ZC ds1k�?(s1 + k2)jkj �� �u(p01)A��(s1; k; k0)u(p1) = 0: (22)This follows from the onvergene of the integral overthe large irle in the s1 plane and the absene ofthe left ut. The seond property is valid for planarFeynman graphs. The integral onverges beause forthe physial (transverse) polarizations of the virtualphoton, the quantity e�p�2A�� ; e = k?=jkj behaves asm2=s1 at large s1.Applying the Ward identity for the �rst ontribu-tion / k�, we obtainp�2p�2 �u(p01)A�� (s1)u(p1) == �se2s1 p�2 �u(p01)��(q)u(p1); s1 � m2: (23)The integral over the large semi-irle gives the gener-alized eikonal result / �� , whih means, in partiular,that the total ontribution of the various intermediatestates is not zero for physial t < 0. In partiular,we see that radiative orretions to the impat fatorof the eletron ontain infrared divergenes anelledonly in the total ross-setion with the ontribution ofthe inelasti proess (the photon emission).For the n-photon exhange, the eikonal result forthe sattering amplitude orresponds to the lassialpiture where all the intermediate fermions are on theirmass shell. This is so beause the Born amplitude forthe t-hannel photon interations with external parti-les tends to zero as (pA ki)�2 for (pA ki) !1, whihallows us to alulate all the integrals over (pA ki) bytaking residues. For the radiative orretions orre-sponding to the deorated diagrams with one additionalvirtual photon, we an use the arguments similar tothose appliable in the two-photon ase. The phys-ial reason for the generalized eikonal result for thetotal ontribution is that the integration over the in-variant si (orresponding to the virtuality of the innerfermion line to whih the virtual gluon line is attahed)gives zero beause after the anellation of the renor-malization e�ets in aordane with the Ward iden-tity, the amplitude behaves as 1=s2i at large si. Thenon-vanishing result is obtained only from the diagramswhere the virtual gluon line is attahed to the exter-nal fermion lines, but we then obtain the generalizedeikonal result. This argument is not valid for nonplanardiagrams beause they have left and right singularitiesin the si planes [6℄.239



E. A. Kuraev, L. N. Lipatov, T. V. Shishkina ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 2, 20014. IMPACT FACTORS IN THE TWO-LOOPAPPROXIMATIONIn the radiative orretions to the photon impatfator, the infrared divergenes are anelled in the sumof ontributions from the e+e� and e+e� intermedi-ate states. Using the rossing relations for t = 0 [7℄, onean express the ontribution of the e+e� intermedi-ate state to � in terms of the ontribution of the eintermediate state to �e, whih is investigated better(see [4�6℄). We here estimate the radiative orretionsfor t = 0 only at small virtualities of the exhangedphoton k2. Their value an be extrated from the re-sults of [3℄, where the one-loop orretion to the ross-setion of pair prodution by photon on the Coulomb�eld of nulei was alulated asi=2Xi=1[�+�� ℄ii(k; 0) = 28k2�29m2 [1+Æp℄; k2�m2;Æp = �� 914 �112835 �(3)� 6971210 � = 0:009: (24)The radiative orretions to the photon impat fatoran be easily found also in the region k2 � m2, whereone an use the DGLAP evolution equations [10℄.We now onsider the radiative orretions to theeletron impat fator. The generalized eikonal hy-pothesis is violated in the two-loop approximation.(This fat was veri�ed expliitly for t = 0 [6℄.) In-deed, if the generalized eikonal hypothesis were valid,the omplete ompensation of ontributions from thetransition of the initial eletron to the intermediatestates e, e, and e would our. However, it wasshown that the total ontribution is not zero and isequal to the interferene term for the e+e� pair pro-dution amplitudes.To larify this result, we write the impat fator as�A = ZC ds12�i 1s2 J (A)�� p�Bp�B ; (25)where the quantity (1=s2)J (A)�� p�Bp�B is expressed interms of the amplitudes J (A) for the sattering of thevirtual photon o� the initial partiles and does not de-pend on s as s!1.In ontrast to the planar amplitude A�� disussed inthe previous setion, Je�� orresponds to ontributionsof all possible diagrams. The integration ontour C isdisplaed in aordane with the Feynman presriptionbetween the right- and left-hand side singularities ofthe amplitude. The right singularities are the poles ats1 = m2 and the uts ats1 > (m+ �)2; s1 > (m+ 2�)2; s1 > 9m2:

There also exist left singularities at the same points forthe rossing variableu1 = �s1 � t� 2m2 + k2 + (q� k)2:The additional e+e� pair an be produed in a-ordane with the Bethe�Heitler or bremsstrahlungmehanisms. There also exist interferene terms tak-ing the identity of the �nal eletrons into aount.The most important ontribution is from the Bethe�Heitler mehanism orresponding to the e+e� pair pro-dution by two virtual photons. The orrespondingimpat fator ontains the divergene in s1 relatedto the presene of two-photon intermediate states inthe rossing hannel. (For t = 0, this ontributionwas alulated in [11℄.) We write it here only in theWeizsäker�Williams approximation, where it has theform of the sum rule for the Borselino formulas for thetotal ross-setion �(s1) of the e+e� pair produtionin the eletron�photon ollisions through the Bethe�Heitler mehanism,�eBHe = k2 sZsth ds1� �(s1)s1 == �3k2�m2 �a ln2 sm2 + b ln sm2 + � ; (26)a = 149 ; b = �21827 ;  = 41827 � 132 �(2): (27)As disussed above, the logarithmi dependene on theupper limit s in the integral over s1 must be subtratedin a self-onsistent way to avoid the double ounting,beause the logarithmi ontributions are summed bythe Bethe�Salpeter equation for the pomeron in QED(f. a similar proedure for the BFKL pomeron in thenext-to-leading approximation [12℄). For the muon pro-dution, we have�eBH� = �3k2�M2 �a ln2 sM2 + b ln sM2 + � ; (28)a = 149 ; b = �21827 + 289 ln Mm ; = 3011324 � 289 �(2)� 1079 ln Mm ; (29)where m and M are the respetive masses of eletronand muon.The ontribution of the bremsstrahlung meha-nism to e+e� pair prodution must be added withthe orresponding two-loop radiative orretions to the240



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 2, 2001 QED radiative orretions to impat fatorseletron form-fator for the elasti intermediate state;the resulting expression orresponds to the generalizedeikonal approximation beause the orresponding dia-grams are planar [6℄.Among many Feynman graphs obtained from theinterferene between the various amplitudes for the pairprodution, there are only four non-planar diagramsorresponding to the identity of eletrons in the �-nal state in the Bethe�Heitler mehanism. Only theygive a non-vanishing result for �e at t = 0. In theWeizsäker�Williams approximation, the orrespond-ing ontribution was alulated in [7℄,� (e)int � k2m2 �3� �221315 + 415496300 �(2)�� 216105�(3)� 792105�(2) ln 2� � k2m2 �3� (�3:57): (30)It leads to the sum rules for the integrals of the one-and two-photon bremsstrahlung ross-setions and theslope of the Dira form-fator at t = 0 [6℄.Finally, the total two-loop ontribution to the ele-tron impat fator an be written as�e = �2�2 �0e F (4)1 + �eBH ; (31)where F (4)1 is the full two-loop orretion to the Diraform-fator (inluding the non-planar diagrams andthe diagrams with the inner fermion loop). Theterm �eBH is the total ontribution of the imaginarypart orresponding to the Bethe�Heitler mehanismof the pair prodution inluding the interferene ef-fets related to the identity of the produed eletrons(�eBH = �eBHe + �eBH� + � (e)int for t = k2 = 0).The physial meaning of this formula is obvious:the non-trivial orretions to impat fators are relatedonly to the harge partile prodution in the interme-diate states. 5. CONCLUSIONIn the three-loop approximation, the most impor-tant ontribution to the photon impat fator orre-sponds to the diagram with two fermioni loops on-neted in the t-hannel by two photons. It ontains thelogarithmi divergene / ln s beause the imaginarypart of the orresponding amplitude is proportional tos1 for large s1. In partiular, for t = k2 = 0, theimpat fator an be expressed as the integral of theross-setion for the transition of two real photons intotwo e+e� pairs. Again, the ultraviolet divergene in

s1 is ompensated by the infrared divergene in therelative rapidities of the produed pairs in the Bethe�Salpeter equation for the pomeron in QED. The virtualphoton atually interats with the eletri dipoles in-side the initial photon [13℄. The growth of the impatfator / ln s is related to the logarithmi inrease ofthe number of dipoles at large energies. The fermionidentity e�ets in the intermediate state do not haveany in�uene on this growth. The ontribution of thediagrams with one e+e� pair and several photons givesa �nite ontribution to the photon impat fator.We now onsider three-loop orretions to the ele-tron impat fator. The most important ontribution/ ln2 s omes from the one-loop radiative orretions tothe Bethe�Heitler mehanism of the e+e� prodution.Other diagrams lead to �nite terms. The generalizedeikonal representation is violated by non-planar dia-grams related to the e+e� pair prodution, but thereis another reason for its violation. It is related to theharge parity onservation in QED. Indeed, two ex-ternal photons with the momenta k and q � k annotpass through the fermion loop to the three-photon in-termediate state in the t-hannel. Therefore, the gen-eralized eikonal representation, ontaining in partiu-lar the form-fator orresponding to the transition ofthe external photon through the fermion loop into thethree-photon state, annot be valid in the three-loopapproximation.The methods developed above for QED an also beused in QCD, where we urgently need to alulate theradiative orretions to impat fators of the virtualphoton and other partiles to �nd the energy region ofappliability of the BFKL theory in the next-to-leadingapproximation [11℄.The work of E. A. K. was partially supportedby RFBR (grant � 99-02-17730) and HLP (grant� 2000-02). The work of L. N. L. was supported by theINTAS and CRDF (grants � 97-31696 and RP1-2108).We thank A. E. Dorokhov for his help. We are alsograteful to M. V. Galynski for ollaboration in the ini-tial stage of the work.REFERENCES1. H. Cheng and T. T. Wu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 22, 666(1969); Phys. Rev. D 1, 2775 (1970); G. V. Frolov,V. N. Gribov, and L. N. Lipatov, Phys. Lett. B 31, 34(1970); Yad. Fiz. 12, 994 (1970); L. N. Lipatov andG. V. Frolov, Yad. Fiz. 13, 588 (1971).2 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 241
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